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ARE SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENTS CRISIS RESISTANT? 

A study of the performance of ESG stock portfolios in crisis periods 

Nóra Judit Szepesi1

An argument often voiced to support ESG investments is they are means to fi-
nance less risky industries and companies engaged in long-term sustainable op-
erations. According to the author’s research hypothesis, investors in crisis periods 
turn their attention to stocks rated high from an ESG aspect, and as a result of 
increased demand, portfolios set up from ESG stocks overperform the market to 
generate significant positive alpha. To test her hypothesis, the author analysed 
the alpha-generating performance of six different stock portfolios set up meet-
ing different ESG screening criteria in crisis periods between January 2003 and 
December 2019 applying three asset pricing models. The findings unambiguously 
reject the research hypothesis. They are robust both for different crisis definitions 
and cut-offs for portfolio selection. 
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sustainable development has been more and more in the foreground includ-
ing the inclusion of sustainability aspects in financial decisions. As the lending 
policy of commercial banks is turning green (Pintér–Deutsch, 2012) investors are 
also striving to find sustainable investment opportunities, i.e. they consider the 
impact of companies on society and the environment when making investment 
decisions. (Gyura, 2019; MNB, 2019; Tapaszti, 2018). Finance studies forecast the 
popularity of sustainable investments to grow (Jónap, 2020), particularly as gen-
eration Y appear on the investment market (MSCI, 2020; Pereira, 2019) and the 
world emerges from the Corona virus (Jókuthy, 2020).
Aspects of sustainability may be considered in several ways, but in the end their 
goal is to provide sources for the so termed „triple-E” enterprises (Kuti, 2014:164) 
that exert less harmful external effects on their environment and on society. 

1 Nóra Judit Szepesi is a graduate student in finance at Budapest Corvinus University. Email: nora.
judit.szepesi@gmail.com.
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Investors, however, want to maximise the return of their investments eventually 
(Halbritter–Dorfleitner, 2015:25), thus, there are several studies analysing the con-
nection between the financial performance of a company and its efforts made 
for sustainability. The latter is often measured using the so termed ESG rating. 
Depending on the company providing the figures, it condenses the impact the 
company in question exerts on the environment (E), society and employees (S), 
also considering corporate governance (G) into a score or rating category. 
The argument most often voiced for sustainable investment is that it allows you to 
invest into companies that are less risky, and their operation can be maintained 
long term. Linked to that idea, I assumed as my research hypothesis that in crisis 
periods investors turn their attention to the stocks of companies performing well 
ESG-wise and the increasing demand for such instruments results in their price 
declining less in a turbulent period as opposed to traditional stocks. 
Provided investors’ assumed behaviour holds, stock portfolios performing well 
from the aspect of ESG will overperform the market at times of market recession, 
i.e. they will be able to generate statistically significant positive alpha. To test my 
hypothesis, I set up 6 stock portfolios in total from Standard & Poor’s 500 index 
screened by different ESG criteria and analysed the performance of those actively 
managed portfolios in crisis periods between January 2003 and December 2019. 
To assess performance, I applied the alpha measured according to the CAPM, the 
Fama–French three-factor model (1993) and the Carhart four-factor model (1997).

2 REVIEW OF THE MARKET OF SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT 

I think it is important to define a few concepts connected to sustainable finance 
before embarking on a review of the studies on the performance of sustainable in-
vestments in crisis periods, which provide the theoretical framework of my study. 
You can come across several different concepts linked to sustainable finance, for 
instance, responsible investment, socially responsible investment, impact invest-
ment or green investment, which are often used as synonyms or inconsistently 
even in professional reports. 
According to a 2012 report by GSIA (Global Sustainable Investment Alliance), 
„sustainable and responsible investment” (SRI2) is an investment strategy that 
integrates financial analysis with environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
issues when making investment decisions (GSIA, 2012:36). According to the defi-

2 I use the acronym SRI for sustainable and responsible investment. In the literature it is also used 
for socially responsible investment. 
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nition of the report, SRI investment is an umbrella concept covering responsible, 
socially responsible, impact and green investments.
Eurosif (European Social Investment Forum) also defines SRI as a long-term ori-
ented investment approach which integrates ESG factors in the research, analy-
sis and selection process of securities within an investment portfolio; it combines 
fundamental analysis and engagement with an evaluation of the ESG factors (Eu-
rosif, 2018:12). US SIF (US Social Investment Forum) and Principles for Responsi-
ble Investment supported by the UN (UN PRI) also focus on ESG factors in their 
definition. Given that the definitions of different agencies are congruent regarding 
the concept of „sustainable and responsible investment”, I will use the terms ‘SRI 
investment’ and ‘ESG investment’ to refer to sustainable investment in this study. 
The above make it clear that nowadays sustainable investment represents the im-
plementation of ESG factors (Alessandrini–Jondeau, 2019:2). In the EU applica-
tion of the concept, sustainable finance means the integration of environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) factors into investment decisions to ensure financial 
stability (European Commission, 2018:1).
ESG factors can be implemented in investment decisions in several ways. The 
GSIA 2018 report differentiates 7 ESG strategies.
1) Applying negative screening, certain geographical sectors, companies or re-

gions are excluded from investment funds or portfolios as ESG non-compati-
ble (GSIA, 2018:7), i.e. companies that are active in „sinful” industries from an 
ethical or environmental perspective (e.g. tobacco industry, alcohol produc-
tion, arms manufacturing, or gambling). 

2) During best-in-class screening, investment is made in companies selected 
for positive ESG performance relative to industry peers (GSIA, 2018:7). The 
best-in-class approach is advantageous because it compensates for the ef-
fect that the ESG performance of industries may differ: some industries have 
higher environmental impact (e.g. oil industry), compared to commerce to be 
deemed more environmentally clean (Statman–Glushkov, 2009:38). The best-
in-class approach can better reward company efforts made for sustainability. 

3) A norms-based screening excludes companies from the investment universe 
if their business practices do not meet international norms (e.g. OECD, ILO, 
UN, UNICEF).

4) ESG integration means the systematic and explicit inclusion of environmental, 
social and governance factors into financial analysis (GSIA, 2018:7). It means 
the identification of ESG factors and their potential impact on company per-
formance (UN PRI, 2018).

5) During themed investment, investment is made into assets specifically related 
to sustainability (e.g. green energy or sustainable agriculture). 
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6) By impact investing, sources are provided for projects or companies aimed at 
solving social or environmental problems. So termed community investment 
is in the same category where capital is specifically directed to traditionally 
underserved individuals or communities (GSIA, 2018:7). 

7) Shareholder action means the use of shareholder power to influence corporate 
behaviour (e.g. by communicating with senior management or filing share-
holder proposals). 

The 2018 GSIA report provides detailed description of the growth trends of SRI 
investment and the popularity of SRI strategies in 5 geographical regions (Aus-
tralia and New-Zealand, Canada, Europe, Japan, the United States). At the begin-
ning of 2018, the proportion of all SRI invested assets was 49% in Europe, 50% in 
Canada and 26% in the USA relative to total professionally managed assets (GSIA, 
2018). As regards SRI strategies, negative screening seems to be the most popular 
approach (USD 19.8 billion out of the total of USD 30.7 billion at the start of 2018). 
It is followed by ESG integration (USD 17.5 billion) and shareholder action (USD 
9.8 billion) (GSIA, 2018:3). There seems to be, however, a difference in the pro-
portion of strategies between the regions; the leading SRI strategy was negative 
screening in Europe, shareholder action in Japan and ESG integration in the USA, 
Canada, and Australia. 
Institutional investors (insurance companies and pension funds) are dominant 
on the demand side of the SRI investment market, but the proportion of retail 
investors has been growing for years: while institutional investors held 89% of 
SRI assets in 2012, the figure declined to 75% in 2018 in favour of retail investors 
(GSIA, 2018:12). The high proportion of institutional investors (e.g. pension funds, 
insurance companies) might be explained by their obligation to publish their in-
vestment principles and there is also social pressure preventing them from invest-
ing in companies that are active in „sin industries” (Hong–Kacperczyk, 2009:16). 

3 THE PERFORMANCE OF ESG INVESTMENT IN CRISIS PERIODS 

In line with the above definitions, investment is deemed sustainable if ESG fac-
tors are considered on setting up a portfolio. Both scholars and practitioners have 
been investigating for some decades the question of how the financial perfor-
mance of sustainable investment compares to that of traditional investment ne-
glecting social-environmental aspects. 
The studies on the connection between sustainable performance and financial 
profitability can be divided into three main categories according to the methodol-
ogy applied.
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1) The studies applying the method of event study (Capelle-Blancard–Petit, 2019; 
Krüger, 2015) analyse the impact of ESG relevant news items and events on 
equity returns.

2) The studies based on panel econometric modelling (Aouadi–Marsat, 2018; Io-
nescu et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2018) aim to reveal the connection between some 
financial indicators of companies (e.g. Tobin-Q, ROE, ROA), as a dependent 
variable and their ESG rating as an explanatory variable.

3) The third category of studies want to reveal the connection between ESG and 
financial performance by comparing the performance of traditional and ESG 
investment opportunities. The papers on the topic differ according to what 
they compare: the performance of an ESG index on the market to that of a 
traditional index (Tripathi–Bhandari, 2016), the performance of an ESG in-
vestment fund to that of a traditional investment fund (Becchetti et al., 2015; 
Matallín-Sáez et al., 2018; Nofsinger–Varma, 2014) or they set up ESG portfo-
lios meeting different ESG screening criteria (Kempf–Osthoff, 2007; Statman–
Glushkov, 2009), and evaluate their performance using risk adjusted perfor-
mance indicators (e.g. Sharpe ratio, Treynor ratio, alpha parameters measured 
according to different asset pricing models). 

Although several studies dealt with the connection between ESG and financial 
performance using different methodologies, they have failed to provide a clear 
picture on the direction of the relationship. While according to studies using the 
event study methodology, positive ESG-related news items have no impact on 
company value or the impact is not positive, in most econometric models the 
positive impact of the ESG score has been identified. The diverse findings could be 
influenced by most of the studies neglecting the impact of the stock market and/
or the macro-economic environment in their analysis. On the other hand, studies 
considering economic cycles in their analysis have found that ESG investments 
really performed better than the market in crisis periods (Becchetti et al., 2015; 
Nofsinger–Varma 2014; Tripathi–Bhandari, 2016).
The above papers dealing with ESG investment performance in crisis periods 
typically used the return figures of ESG investment funds and indices. As far as I 
know, the method of setting up ESG stock portfolios have not been used for crisis 
period analysis, so I hope to improve our knowledge of the performance of ESG 
investments during crises periods by offering a new aspect in this study. 
Several arguments supported setting up my own stock portfolios. Some authors 
have pointed out it is unfortunate to work with the figures of investment funds, 
because their profit is not only influenced by ESG screening criteria but also by 
the performance of the fund manager (Derwall et al., 2005; Statman–Glushkov, 
2009). Further, stock portfolios set up according to ESG scores are more reliable 
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than a fund or index deemed sustainable, because the problem of „greenwashing” 
may arise in connection with ESG products, which means that a financial product 
may be deemed ESG but in fact it does not differ from a traditional investment 
opportunity (KPMG, 2020; Mihálovits–Tapaszti, 2018; Tapaszti, 2019) 

4 METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH

To examine my research hypothesis in line with the above considerations, I ana-
lysed the crisis-period performance of 6 stock portfolios set up according to dif-
ferent ESG strategies in the period from January 2003 to December 2019. I am 
going to describe the research hypothesis, the process of setting up the portfo-
lios and the asset pricing models for measuring risk adjusted performance in this 
chapter. The findings are presented in chapter 5 and robustness tests are discussed 
in Chapter 6. 

4.1 Arguments to support the research hypothesis 

As mentioned above, the most frequently given argument for ESG investments is 
they are less risky and allow you to invest in companies that are long-term sustain-
able. Ionescu et al. (2019) emphasised investors focus their interest on companies 
displaying good ESG performance in crisis periods because of such characteristics 
(Ionescu et al., 2019, p. 830.). The phenomenon is also supported by the fact that 
investments made into SRI assets increased by 87.5% at the time of the global fi-
nancial crisis between 2007 and 2009 compared to the 7% reduction of the total of 
professionally managed assets (Shkura, 2019:115). In addition, it was seen in the Co-
rona virus crisis that ESG equity funds posted lower losses than their traditional 
counterparts (Czwick, 2020; Portfolio, 2020; Világgazdaság, 2020). 
Accordingly, in line with my research hypothesis, sustainability is particularly 
highly valued by investors during crisis periods. Demand for shares performing 
well from an ESG aspect grows and as a result their price in turbulent periods 
declines less compared to traditional ones. If that assumed behaviour holds, stock 
portfolios set up according to ESG criteria can generate significant positive alpha 
in a market recession, i.e. they will overperform the market from the aspect of 
risk adjusted return. 
A growing need for sustainability and stability will inevitably result in the general 
reduction of investments into stocks in a crisis period. Still, I believe investors in 
a crisis period will regroup their potentially shrinking investments with a prefer-
ence for stocks deemed better for sustainability over traditional shares. Accord-
ing to my hypothesis, the restructuring of stock portfolios favouring instruments 
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deemed better from the aspect of ESG and the accompanying increase in demand 
will provide support to the stock exchange price of ESG stocks at the time of a 
general recession of the stock market. 
To test the hypothesis, I analysed the performance of 6 different portfolios set up 
according to ESG criteria, 3 of them with good and 3 with poor ESG performance 
in the period from January 2003 to December 2019. I used the S&P 500 index for 
my investment universe and applied the alpha parameters calculated according to 
the CAPM, Fama–French (1993) and Carhart (1997) models.

4.2 Portfolio setup

The portfolios were set up based on a study by Kempf and Osthoff (2007) who 
had also designed their own portfolios. During the empirical study, I analysed 
the performance of 6 portfolios, 3 of which performed well, and 3 poorly from the 
aspect of ESG: 
1) portfolio of „no sin” companies, active in „not sinful” industries (no_sin_eq)
2) 10% best-in-the-universe portfolio (BIU10_eq)
3) 10% best-in-class portfolio (BIC10_eq)
4) portfolio of companies active in „sin” industries (sin_eq)
5) 10% worst-in-the-universe portfolio (WIU10_eq)
6) 10% worst-in-class portfolio (WIC10_eq)
Portfolios 1)–3) meet ESG criteria but (4)–(6) portfolios performed quite poorly 
from an ESG aspect. The ’eq’ in their names refers to their returns being equally 
weighted. 
The investment universe of all the portfolios was the Standard & Poor’s 500 index, 
which means that a portfolio only included companies that were members of the 
S&P 500 index and met the specific criteria related to the different portfolios. 
I used equal weighting to calculate monthly portfolio return, where the portfolio 
return was the arithmetic average of the effective returns of shares constituting 
the portfolio as follows:   where  is the return of 
share i in month t, and Pi,t is the adjusted closing price of share i on the first day 
of month t. So, the stock return in each month was calculated from the adjusted 
closing prices at the beginning of the next month and the beginning of the month 
in question using effective yield calculation.
All portfolios were adjusted annually, i.e. I did not monitor changes in the com-
position of S&P 500 index during a year. If a share was excluded from the index 
during the year, I deemed it staying in the portfolio until the beginning of the 
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next year when the portfolio was adjusted. This is conform with the methodology 
used by Kempf and Osthoff (2007), who set up their portfolio at the beginning of 
year t and keep it unchanged until the end of year t adjusting it during the year 
only if a company disappears from the database. Annual portfolio adjustment 
is often used in the literature (Derwall et al., 2005; Kempf–Osthoff, 2007; Stat-
man–Glushkov, 2009), adjustment within a year is notused in practice due to the 
incurring transactional costs. 
The composition of the portfolios only changed during a year if a share had been 
delisted or it had ceased to exist as an independent entity due to merger/acquisi-
tion or bankruptcy. In such cases I did not consider the return of the share in 
question to calculate portfolio return from the month of the event occurring and 
used the average of the returns of the remaining companies in the portfolio to cal-
culate portfolio return. I could do so, as I assumed, following Kempf and Osthoff 
(2007), that I had sold the security at the last available price and had reinvested 
the amount from the sale into the remaining securities evenly distributed. Kempf 
and Osthoff (2007) analysed value-weighted portfolios, so they distributed the re-
turn from the sale in proportion to the value-weighting, but the logic is the same. 
I downloaded the figures needed for modelling, e.g. stock prices, data on the com-
position of the S&P 500 index, ESG scores, industry and sector categories, closing 
prices of the S&P 500 index using the Reuters Datastream Excel Add-in. I used 
the Thomson Reuters combined ESG scores, which measure the sustainability 
performance of companies on a scale 0–100%. I downloaded the factor data and 
the 4-week US T-bill rate used as proxy to monthly risk-free return needed for the 
asset pricing models from the website of Kenneth R. French3.

4.2.1 Portfolios of negative screening
Applying the negative screening approach, I set up portfolio ’no_sin_eq’ cleansed 
of companies active in „sinful” industries. For industry categories I used the Thom-
son Reuters Business Classification (TRBC) (Industry category) and excluded 
companies active in any of the following industries: Brewers, Distillers&Wineries, 
Casinos&Gaming, Tobacco, Uranium. A company had to meet two criteria to be 
in portfolio ’no_sin_eq’: be a member of the S&P 500 index at the beginning of the 
given year, and operate in an industry which had not been excluded. 
As a counterpart to portfolio ’no_sin_eq’, I set up portfolio ’sin_eq’ covering com-
panies that had been members of the S&P 500 index at the beginning of the year 
and had operated in one of the industries listed above. 

3 https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html (last downloaded: 
05.04.2020)
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4.2.2 Portfolios of positive screening
The portfolio best-in-the-universe (BIU10_eq) was set up as follows. A company 
could be included if it appeared in the S&P 500 index at the beginning of the year 
in question and had to have a combined ESG score in the year preceding port-
folio set up. I checked if both criteria (membership in the index and ESG score 
published in the previous year) were met using a VBA subroutine for each year 
analysed. The cut-off for portfolio selection was identified at 10%, so I ranked the 
companies meeting both criteria by their ESG scores and the shares of the best 
performing 10% constituted the ’BIU10_eq’ portfolio in the given year.
The same process was used for the portfolio worst-in-the-universe (WIU10_eq), 
but the worst-performing 10% of the companies were selected. I used the Excel 
conditional format function to select the ESG-wise best and worst 10% of the 
companies. Since the portfolios were adjusted every year, the process was repeat-
ed for every year from January 2003 to December 2019. 

4.2.3 Portfolios ’best-in-class’
Portfolio best-in-class (BIC10_eq) was set up similarly to portfolio best-in-the-
universe albeit with a difference: here I also considered the sector a company was 
active in and the 10% best companies were selected by sectors. 
Companies could be included if they were members of the S&P500 index at the 
beginning of the year in question and had ESG scores in the previous year. They 
were categorised into 10 sectors using the TRBC Economic Sector classification, 
and I selected the best ESG-performing 10% within them. Companies were not 
considered for the portfolio in a given year if there were no TRBC Economic Sec-
tor data available for them although they were members of the S&P 500 index at 
the beginning of the year and also had ESG scores. 
I calculated the monthly average of the effective returns of the best 10% of the 
companies in a sector and then the monthly average return for the whole best-in-
class portfolio as the arithmetical average of the return of the 10 sub-portfolios 
assuming that the shares of different industries were distributed evenly in the 
portfolio. The same method was used for portfolio worst-in-class (WIU10_eq) 
where the worst ESG-performing 10% of the companies were selected. 
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4.3 Identification of crisis periods 

To test my hypothesis, I had defined the basis upon which I deem a period (a 
month in my case) a crisis period. I regarded a month to be a crisis period if the 
return of the S&P 500 index in the month fell below the monthly average return 
by a given standard deviation measured for the whole study period. Ishihara de-
scribed such a definition of a crisis as valid (Ishihara, 2005:6). While authors ana-
lysing the performance of ESG investments in crisis periods typically identify a 
crisis according to macro-economic cycles (Becchetti et al., 2015; Matallín-Sáez et 
al., 2018; Tripathi–Bhandari, 2016), I differentiated between crisis and non-crisis 
periods on the basis of how the stock market evolved. 
To check the robustness of the findings, I applied 5 different crisis definitions in 
total, which differed in the rate of standard deviation from the average (I analysed 
deviations of 1; 1.25; 1.5, 2 and 3).

4.4 Asset pricing models to measure risk adjusted performance 

To measure the performance of the above 6 portfolios in a crisis period, I analysed 
the alpha parameters according to the 1) CAPM, the 2) Fama–French (1993) three-
factor and the 3) Carhart (1997) four-factor models. 
I estimated the following regression equations on OLS principle with the help of 
the gretl programme package: 

 (1)

 (2)

 (3)

where:
  alpha parameter in non-crisis period (indicator to measure risk ad-

justed performance; regression intercept constant)
  alpha parameter in crisis period

 dummy variable indicating non-crisis months
 dummy variable indicating crisis months
 (equally weighted) return on portfolio i in month t 
 4-week US T-bill rate in month t
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 market factor (market risk premium in month t)
 „small minus big” factor in month t
 „high minus low” factor in month t 
 momentum factor in month t

  regression coefficients (estimated according to OLS principle) indi-
cating the sensitivity of portfolio i to given factors

  difference of the risk premium of portfolio i in month t over the risk-
free rate actually observed and the risk premium over the risk-free 
rate estimated by the model (deviation variable, residuum)

It is clear the dependent variable of asset pricing models was the premium of a 
given portfolio over the risk-free rate while the explanatory variables or control 
variables were factors typical of the given asset pricing model. I could analyse the 
crisis performance of the portfolios – following in the footsteps of Nofsinger and 
Varma (2004) – by breaking the alpha (intercept constant) of the asset pricing 
models using dummy variables . In that way I had separate alpha 
parameters relating to a portfolio for crisis  and non-crisis  periods.
Prior to interpreting the results, I checked if the criteria to apply the OLS esti-
mation procedure had been met. The assumptions of the OLS method had been 
met except for the error members being uncorrelated. Autocorrelation of the re-
siduum was treated – in a way accepted in the literature on the topic – by estimat-
ing all the models using Newey–West standard errors robust to heteroskedasticity 
and autocorrelation. 

5 RESEARCH FINDINGS

According to my research hypothesis, portfolios displaying good ESG perfor-
mance (no_sin_eq, BIU10_eq, BIC10_eq) can, in crisis periods, overperform the 
market, i.e. they can generate significantly positive alpha  as opposed to port-
folios questionable for ESG (sin_ eq, WIU10_eq, WIC10_eq,).
Table 1 presents estimated alpha parameters (Alfa_C) of regressions in five crisis 
periods as defined by five different crisis definitions4, because if they are signifi-
cantly positive, it proves a given portfolio was able to provide significantly better 
performance in crisis periods than market index investments. 

4 Estimated non-crisis-period alpha parametres, the estimated coefficients of risk factors and the 
adjusted R2 indicators are also available on request.
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Table 1
Regression results for five different crisis definitions 

Alfa_C Crisis (1) Crisis (1.25) Crisis 
(1.5 σ)

Crisis 
(2 σ)

Crisis 
(3 σ)

no_sin_eq
CAPM –1.03% –1.11% –1.8%* –3.14%*** –6.21%***

Fama–French –0.9% –1.13% –1.68% –3.03%*** –5.67%***
Carhart –1.36%** –1.51%** –2.01%** –3.69%*** –5.79%***

BIU10_eq
CAPM –1.64%** –1.87%** –2.69%*** –3.97%*** –6.85%***

Fama–French –1.53%** –1.86%** –2.59%*** –3.88%*** –6.55%***
Carhart –1.84%*** –2.1%** –2.8%*** –4.32%*** –6.62%***

BIC10_eq
CAPM –1.55%** –1.88%** –2.79%*** –4.43%*** –6.7%***

Fama–French –1.51%** –1.89%** –2.77%*** –4.47%*** –6.72%***
Carhart –1.86%** –2.16%** –3.02%*** –4.97%*** –6.8%***
sin_eq
CAPM –0.25% –0.82% –1.69% –2.71%* –3.09%**

Fama–French 0% –0.61% –1.36% –2.26% –2.22%
Carhart –0.4% –0.94% –1.66% –2.84%* –2.32%

WIU10_eq
CAPM –0.99% –0.9% –2.09%* –3.07%*** –4.86%**

Fama–French –0.89% –0.97% –2.03%* –3.05%*** –4.34%**
Carhart –1.48%** –1.45%* –2.46%** –3.87%*** –4.49%***

WIC10_eq
CAPM –0.73% –0.97% –1.64%* –2.84%*** –4.18%***

Fama–French –0.71% –1.03% –1.66%* –2.91%*** –4.13%***
Carhart –1.14%** –1.38%* –1.97%** –3.52%*** –4.24%***

Notes: Standard errors are robust for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (estimated using the 
Newey-West method).
The Table 1 includes monthly alphas.
***. **. *: indicate significance of variables at significance levels 1, 5 and 10 %.
Source: own compilation (based on gretl outputs)

The portfolio of companies active in industries accepted from the ESG point of 
view (no_sin_eq) failed to generate positive significant alpha for any crisis defini-
tion or asset pricing model. On the contrary, you can find a significant negative 
alpha by the Carhart model for all crisis definitions with values varying between 
monthly –1.36% and –5.79%, while for crisis definitions with standard deviation of 
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2 and 3, all three asset pricing models indicated significant negative alpha at the 
strictest 1% significance level. 
As opposed to the hypothesis, portfolio ’BIU10_eq’ generated significant, nega-
tive abnormal return for all crisis definitions and asset pricing models. Monthly 
alpha values ranged from -1.53% to -6.85%, and the alphas were significant at 1% 
significance level for crisis definitions with standard deviation of 1.5, 2 and 3. 
With respect to crisis period alpha, the results of portfolio ’BIC10_eq’, which in-
cludes the best 10% companies regarding their ESG scores that are active in 10 
TRBC economic sectors, were quite similar to portfolio ’BIU10_eq’. Crisis period 
alphas were negative and significant for all three asset pricing models and all five 
crisis definitions even at 1% significance level for crisis definitions with standard 
deviation of 1.5, 2 and 3. Monthly alpha values ranged from –1.51% to –6.8%. 
Thus, it is clear the results received by modelling do not support the research hy-
pothesis, since no positive significant alpha was found, on the contrary, significant 
negative alpha parameters were received for crisis periods in several cases.

5.1 Crisis-period performance of portfolios ’sin’ ESG 

Although the above results give an answer to the issues of the research hypoth-
esis in its strict sense, it is also worth to analyse the crisis-period performance 
(Alfa_C) of portfolios with poor ESG scores (sin_eq, WIU10_eq, WIC10_eq), 
which is also included in Table 1. 
The crisis-period alpha parameter of portfolio ’sin_eq’ covering the shares of 
companies active in „sinful” industries is apparently not significant for 3 out of 5 
crisis definitions, i.e. it is neither better nor worse than the market, but there is a 
significant negative alpha ranging from –2.71% to –3.09% for standard deviations 
2 and 3. 
Portfolio WIU10_eq covering the worst 10% companies regarding their ESG score 
in the previous year generated significant negative abnormal return in a crisis 
period with values ranging from –1.48% to –4.86% for several crisis definitions, 
particularly those with standard deviations of 2 and 3. 
Portfolio WIC10_eq covering the worst 10% companies regarding their ESG score 
and also considering sectoral categories also generated significant negative cri-
sis–period alpha in the Carhart (1997) four–factor model (–1.14% to –1.38%) with 
standard deviations of 1 and 1.25. Significant negative alpha parameters were clear 
in all asset pricing models for all other crisis definitions. 
Analysing the performance of the above three portfolios in crisis periods, you can 
state most portfolios set up from companies with poor ESG scores also generated 
negative significant alpha, i.e. they performed worse than the market. 
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5.2 Analysis of long-short portfolios

Comparing the alpha parameters of counterpart portfolios (no_sin_eq – sin_eq, 
BIU10_eq – WIU10_eq, BIC10_eq – WIC10_eq) received in asset pricing models of 
the same type, it seems at first sight that ESG-good portfolios generated higher 
crisis-period negative alpha in absolute value, i.e. their performance related to the 
market was worse than that of ESG-poor portfolios. 
To decide whether the alpha difference between good and bad portfolios was sta-
tistically significant, I ran regression models for the return series of long-short 
portfolios, which bought ESG-good portfolios (long position) and sold ESG-bad 
portfolios (short position). The three portfolios set up were termed ’nosin_sin_ls’, 
’BIU_ls’ and ’BIC_ls’.
The regressions estimated for long-short portfolios were modified from the 
above inasmuch as the dependent variable of the models had become the dif-
ference of the return of the two portfolios measured in a given month rather 
than the premium exceeding the risk-free rate: (for portfolio ’nosin_sin_ls’: 

,; for portfolio ’BIU10_ls’: , and for portfolio 
’BIC10_ls’: ). 
Provided the alpha parameter estimated for the long-short portfolio is significant, 
the difference between the performance of the two portfolios must be deemed statis-
tically significant. The sign of the parameter indicates if the alpha parameter of the 
„good-ESG” portfolio is lower or higher than the alpha of the portfolio of the rele-
vant „bad-ESG” portfolio. Table 2 includes the results for different crisis definitions. 
In the case of portfolio nosin_sin_ls’, crisis-period alphas (–3.45% and –3.46%) 
were only significant by the Fama–French (1993) and the Carhart (1997) models 
for crisis definition with standard deviation of 3. This means that at the time of 
major recessions on the stock market, indicated by crisis definition with stand-
ard deviation of 3, the ESG-good portfolio ’nosin_eq’ provided significantly worse 
risk adjusted performance based on its alpha than portfolio ’sin_eq’ covering 
companies active in sin industries. 
Portfolio ’BIU10_ls’ did not generate significant crisis-period alpha by any of 
the crisis definitions, which indicates the difference in the alphas of portfolios 
’BIU10_eq’ and ’WIU10_eq’ was not significant statistically; you cannot say one 
or the other portfolio strategy would perform better in a crisis period. 
In the case of portfolio ’BIC10_ls’, all alphas were significant and negative for all 
crisis definitions and in all asset pricing models; the figures ranged from –0.71% to 
–2.59%. This means portfolio ’BIC10_eq’ did not only perform significantly worse 
than the market in crisis periods, but its performance was significantly worse than 
that of portfolio ’WIC10_eq’ covering the 10% companies with the worst ESG scores. 
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Thus, long-short portfolio strategies revealed that in a crisis period two out of 
three ESG-positive portfolios did not only perform worse than the market but 
also worse than their ESG-bad counterpart. 

Table 2
Regression models for long-short portfolios for different crisis definitions

Alfa_C Crisis (1) Crisis (1.25) Crisis 
(1.5 σ)

Crisis 
(2 σ)

Crisis 
(3 σ)

nosin_sin_ls

CAPM –0.78% –0.29% –0.1% –0.43% –3.12%

Fama–French –0.9% –0.52% –0.32% –0.78% –3.45%*

Carhart –0.97% –0.56% –0.36% –0.85% –3.46%*

BIU_ls

CAPM –0.64% –0.97% –0.6% –0.9% –1.99%

Fama–French –0.64% –0.88% –0.56% –0.83% –2.2%

Carhart –0.36% –0.66% –0.35% –0.46% –2.13%

BIC_ls

CAPM –0.82%** –0.9%** –1.14%** –1.59%** –2.52%***

Fama–French –0.8%* –0.86%* –1.11%** –1.55%** –2.59%***

Carhart –0.71%* –0.78%* –1.04%* –1.45%* –2.56%***

Notes: Standard errors are robust for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (estimated using the 
Newey-West method).
The Table 2 includes monthly alphas.
***. **. *: indicate significance of variables at significance levels 1. 5 and 10 %.
Source: own compilation (based on Gretl outputs)

6 ROBUSTNESS TEST AND FURTHER RESEARCH OPTIONS 

To test the robustness of my research findings, I checked the performance of the 
best-in-the-universe and best-in-class portfolios applying two different cut-offs 
for portfolio selection for all five crisis definitions. 
In addition to the initially applied 10% cut-off, I also used cut-off at 5% and 25% 
to set up portfolios; i.e. in the case of the best-in-the-universe approach, portfolio 
BIU5_eq, BIU25_eq includes the globally best performing 5% and 25% companies 
regarding their ESG scores, while in the case of best-in-class, I selected the best 
5% and 25% considering sectoral categorisation (BIC5_eq, BIC25_eq). Table 3 in-
cludes the regression results. 
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Table 3
Robustness test for different crisis definitions

Alfa_C Crisis 
(1 σ)

Crisis (1.25 
σ)

Crisis 
(1.5 σ)

Crisis 
(2 σ)

Crisis 
(3 σ)

BIU5_eq
CAPM –1.61%** –2.03%** –3.25%*** –4.49%*** –6.45%***

Fama–French –1.6%* –2.04%** –3.27%*** –4.56%*** –6.58%***
Carhart –1.9%** –2.28%** –3.49%*** –5%*** –6.65%***

BIU25_eq
CAPM –1.3%* –1.4% –2.07%** –3.43%*** –5.77%***

Fama–French –1.18% –1.41%* –1.96%** –3.33%*** –5.28%***
Carhart –1.64%*** –1.78%** –2.29%*** –3.97%*** –5.39%***

BIC5_eq
CAPM –1.77%** –2.11%** –2.7%** –3.89%*** –6.69%***

Fama–French –1.76%** –2.1%** –2.69%** –3.93%*** –6.85%***
Carhart –2.18%*** –2.44%** –2.99%** –4.51%*** –6.95%***

BIC25_eq
CAPM –1.23%* –1.28%* –1.72%** –3.13%*** –5.74%***

Fama–French –1.15% –1.29%* –1.65%* –3.08%*** –5.48%***
Carhart –1.54%** –1.6%** –1.92%** –3.62%*** –5.58%***

Comments: Standard errors are robust for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation (estimated using 
the Newey-West method).
The Table 3 includes monthly alphas.
***. **. *: indicate significance of variables at significance levels 1, 5 and 10 %.
Source: own compilation (based on Gretl outputs)

As for strategy best-in-the-universe, neither portfolio could generate significant 
positive alpha in crisis periods in any asset pricing model or for any crisis defini-
tion, which confirms the rejection of the research hypothesis. Portfolio ’BIU5_eq’ 
generated significant negative alpha for all crisis definitions and asset pricing 
models. Portfolio ’BIU25_eq’ generated significant negative alpha in all asset pric-
ing models with standard deviations of 1.5, 2 and 3, and no positive alpha was 
generated for crisis definitions with standard deviations of 1 and 1.25. 
Linked to the best-in-class strategy, portfolio ’BIC5_eq’ – just as portfolio ’BIU5_
eq’ – generated significant, negative abnormal return with figures ranging from 
monthly –1.76% to –6.95% for all crisis definitions and asset pricing models. Port-
folio ’BIC25_eq’ generated significant negative alpha for 4 crisis definitions and 
for all asset pricing models, and no significant positive alpha could be found for 
crisis definition with standard deviation of 1. 
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Applying several components to check robustness, the findings of my research 
indicate the same direction, i.e. the rejection of the research hypothesis, despite sev-
eral studies in the literature having proved the opposite. I suggest the research 
should be repeated applying a crisis definition that uses macroeconomic cycles 
rather than the evolution of the stock market for crisis definition. The two ap-
proaches identify different periods of time as crisis periods, which could explain 
the difference between my findings and those presented in the literature. 
Comparing, for instance, the crisis periods I defined with the expansive and con-
tracting sections on the USA market published by the National Bureau of Eco-
nomic Research (NBER)5, the difference is obvious. Taking the 2008 global finan-
cial crisis for an example, the NBER defined the whole period from January 2008 
to June 2019 (18 months) as one uninterrupted crisis period, while the approach 
of stock market trends for crisis definition I applied resulted in 8 out of 18 months 
to be deemed crisis periods (crisis months) for a crisis definition with standard 
deviation of 1. Furthermore, the crisis months were not consecutive within the 
period, but they were scattered in time. 

7 SUMMARY

This is a study in the field of research on sustainable investment, which analyses 
the connection between company efforts made for sustainability and financial 
performance. 
According to my research hypothesis, sustainability and long-term value creation 
gain added value in crisis periods, and as a result, investors’ stock portfolios are 
restructured in the direction of shares performing well from an ESG aspect. Pro-
vided my assumptions are correct, stock portfolios deemed good from the aspect 
of ESG should generate significant positive alpha in crisis periods, i.e. they should 
overperform the market. 
To test the hypothesis, using the S&P 500 index, I set up 6 portfolios applying 
different ESG-screening criteria (negative, positive and best-in-class) and ana-
lysed their performance in crisis periods from January 2003 to December 2019. 
To measure risk adjusted performance, I used regression alpha parameters cal-
culated by means of the CAPM, Fama–French (1993) and Carhart (1997) models. 
The regression results clearly suggest the research hypothesis should be rejected. 
None of the three portfolios performing well from an ESG aspect generated sig-
nificant positive alpha for any asset pricing model, on the contrary, they per-

5 https://www.nber.org/ (last downloaded on: 29.05.2020)
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formed significantly worse than the market in several cases. The results are robust 
both for different crisis definitions and for the cut-off of portfolio composition. 
The analysis of long-short portfolios also revealed that, in the case of negative and 
best-in-class screening, ESG-positive portfolios did not only significantly under-
perform the market but also the counterpart ESG-negative portfolios. 
To sum up, my findings failed to prove the research hypothesis. Considering, 
however, that I linked the definition of crisis to the evolution of the stock market, 
it would be worth to repeat the analysis in future applying a crisis definition based 
on macroeconomic considerations, as the crisis definition applied may have a sig-
nificant impact on the results. 
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